We consider the analogue of Seiberg duality for two-dimensional N = (2, 2) gauge theory with orthogonal gauge groups and with fundamental chiral multiplets proposed by Hori. Following Hori, when we consider O(k) gauge group as the (semi)-direct product of SO(k) Z 2 , we have to consider two kinds of the theories O ± (k) depending on the orbifold action of Z 2 . We give the evidences for the proposed dualities by working out the elliptic genus of dual pair. The matching of the elliptic genus is worked out perfectly for the proposed dualities.
Introduction
Recently there has been much progress on the understanding the Seiberg-like dualities in lower dimensions than 4. With the help of the recently developed localization results, substantial evidences were cumulated in 2-dimensions and 3-dimensions. There's a close relation between the dualities in 4-dimensions, 3-dimensions and 2-dimensions [1] . In 2-dimensions, Seiberg-like dualities for N = (2, 2) U (k) gauge theory with fundamental chiral multiplets with/without anti-fundamental chiral multiplets were studied in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , and the elliptic genus was computed to give the evidences for such dualities. The peculiar feature is that such duality holds for asymptotically free theories as well, while in higher dimensions the duality holds for superconformal field theories (SCFT). Also the analogue of the so-called Kutasov-Schwimmer-Seiberg dualities are studied by [10] for U (N ) gauge group following the conjecture about such dualities for 2-dimensional theories in [9] in the context of AGT correspondence. The authors of [9] gives the evidences for such dualities by working out the S 2 partition function. Furthermore these 2d dualities are shown to be derived from its 3-dimensional or 4-dimensional analogue. When we consider the dualities involving orthogonal groups, many of the subtleties arise. Given the Lie algebra of so(k), there are many possibilities of gauge groups such as spin(k), SO(k), O(k). In 4-dimensions, we need more refinements due to the existence of different line operators. Thus there are rich structures of dualities involving so(k) Lie-algebra and via dimensional reduction, equally rich structures of dualities in 3-dimensions [1] . We also expect the similar rich structures in 2-dimensions concerning the dualities of orthogonal groups. Here we initiate such project and we study the N = (2, 2) Seiberg-like dualities of orthogonal gauge groups with fundamental chiral multiplets. In fact such duality was proposed and studied by Hori some while ago [12] and recently studied in [13] . Especially when we regard O(k) gauge group as the (semi)-direct product of SO(k) Z 2 , there are two choices of Z 2 orbifold actions. Thus we have two kinds of O(k) theories, denoted by O ± (k) theories depending on the Z 2 actions. The pattern of the proposed dualities are
where N is the number of chiral multiplets. We work out the elliptic genus of the proposed dualities for a few cases and show that the elliptic genus perfectly matches, thereby providing important evidences for such dualities. More extensive studies will follow [14] . One subtlety arising for 2-dimensional theory is the existence of the non-compact Coulomb branches. Whenever such non-compact branches exist, the computation of the elliptic genus is subtle and the blind computation of the elliptic genus does not give the sensible answer. When we deal with dualities of U (k) gauge group, we turn on FI-term or θ term to lift such non-compact Coulomb branches. When we deal with SO(k)/O(k) groups, we can turn on the discrete θ angle. Depending on k and N some of the theories exhibit the non-compact Coulomb branches. They are called the irregular theories. If the non-compact Coulomb branches are lifted such theory is called regular. All tests of dualities are checked for regular theories. For irregular theories, elliptic genus does not give the same answer for the candidate dual theories. The Witten index as a limit of the elliptic genus typically gives rational number for irregular theories. It would be a very interesting yet challenging subject to study the physics of non-compact Coulomb branches, which is the beyond the scope of the current paper.
The contents of the paper are as follows. In the section 1, we introduce the Z 2 orbifold of the massive chiral multiplet as a warm-up of the study of O(k) gauge group. In the section 2, we work out the elliptic genus for the proposed dual pairs of orthogonal gauge group and find the perfect match. In the appendix A, we work out the elliptic genus for the pure SO(3) gauge theory. Depending on the mod 2 θ angle we can have both regular and irregular theory. We indicate the subtleties of the elliptic genus arising due to the existence of noncompact branches. Some useful formula for the elliptic genus is also collected at the appendices. The chiral ring structure and operator matching between the dual pairs are discussed at the appendix D.
Note As this work is completed, we receive the paper by Aharony et al [11] , which overlaps partially with our paper.
Massive field and Z orbifolds
Let us consider a free chiral superfield Φ with either a complex mass or a twisted mass. Because the theory has mass gap, the Witten index of the theory is well-defined and count the number of supersymmetric vacua. We consider its Z 2 orbifolds. There are two choices in the Z 2 orbifold. The standard Z 2 orbifold defined in [12] which acts as Φ → −Φ has the number of vacua Tr(−1) F = 1 for complex mass 2 for twised mass. (2.1)
The theory of a chiral superfield with complex mass has one supersymmetric vacuum in twisted sector while the theory with a twisted mass has two vacua, one in twisted sector and one in untwisted sector. The other non-standard Z 2 symmetry is denoted by We carry out a consistency check with the elliptic genus. The elliptic genus of a chiral supermultiplet with a complex mass W = mΦ 2 is given by
where q = e 2πiτ , y = e 2πiz , τ is the complex structure of torus and z is a holonomy for the left-moving U (1) R-symmetry. The value 1 represents a trivial vacuum where the sign depends on the definition of the fermion number of the vacuum. The elliptic genus of the Z 2 orbifold theory of the massive chiral multiplet is given by
The factor y −b/2 is needed for the elliptic genus to show the sensible modular behavior. Thus we have
Contributions from untwisted sector is
and that of twisted sector is
Thus only twisted sector ground state survives. This Z 2 orbifold in (2.4) is the standard one in which the ground states of untwisted sector are projected out as defined in [12] .
The elliptic genus of the non-standard Z 2 (−1) Fs is given by
= 2 (2.9) Now let's consider a chiral multiplet with a twisted mass. If a theory has generic twisted masses and has no non-compact Coulomb branch, namely a gapped theory, its Witten index can be obtained by a limit of the elliptic genus of the theory with generic flavor holonomies on the torus, which regulate bosonic zero modes. Witten index of one free chiral multiplet having a twisted mass can be obtained by
where ξ is a holonomy for U (1) flavor symmetry. Let us compute the Witten index of the standard Z 2 orbifold.
where
We have 14) thus both the untwisted RR vacuum and the twisted one survive. The Z 2 (−1) Fs orbifold has the elliptic genus
so we have
Notice the sign flip of the (00) sector. (−1) F of the untwisted RR ground state is the opposite to that of the twisted RR ground state.
Hori duality
Hori proposed the dualities between N = (2, 2) theories with gauge groups,
for N ≥ k. We refer the theory with the gauge group on the left hand as the theory A and the corresponding dual theory on the right hand side as the theory B. Theory A has N massless chiral multiplets Q α , α = 1, . . . , N in the fundamental representation with no superpotential. Theory B has N massless chiral multiplets q α in the fundamental representation and
gauge singlet chiral multiplets M αβ , M αβ = M βα , with the superpotential,
The mesons Q α Q β in the original theory correspond to M αβ . The global charges of the fields are given by Table 1 . The quantum numbers of the chiral superfields for the left-moving R-symmetry U (1) L and a flavor symmetry U (N )
The O(k) gauge theory can be treated as the Z 2 orbifold of the SO(k) gauge theory. There are two versions of Z 2 orbifold for the theory. For a different choice of Z 2 orbifold the untwisted RR ground states can survive or be projected out while the twisted RR ground states always survive. Following [12] we call "standard" for the Z 2 orbifold under which the untwisted RR ground states survive. The other "non-standard" Z 2 orbifold is denoted by Z 2 (−1) Fs where (−1) Fs is the operator that acts as the sign flip of all states in the untwisted RR sector while the states in the twisted RR sector are invariant. This is similar to the terminologies for the case of one chiral multiplet with twisted mass.
In order to define O + (k) and O − (k) gauge theory, the twisted mass deformation is useful because it gives discrete quantum vacua. The number of ground states, especially Z 2 symmetric vacua, depends on k and N so do definitions of O + (k) and O − (k). When k is odd the theory with generic twisted masses has Z 2 symmetric vacuum thus the spectrum in this sector is sensitive to the choice of orbifold. When N is even, O + (k) gauge theory is the one with standard Z 2 orbifold while O − (k) theory has the non-standard one. For odd N , the role of O + (k) and O − (k) are interchanged. When k is even and N is odd the theory has Z 2 symmetric vacua and O + (k) (resp. O − (k)) gauge theory is the one with standard Z 2 (resp. non-standard) orbifold. When k and N are even the theory does not have Z 2 symmetric vacua so we extend the definition of O + (k) and O − (k) theory with odd N to even N . In other words, O + (k) (resp. O − (k)) gauge theory with even N is O + (k) (resp. O − (k)) gauge theory with N + 1 chiral fields where N massless and one massive chiral fields with a complex mass. The standard orbifold has twice as many Z 2 symmetric vacua as the non-standard one. The total number of vacua for O + (k) and O − (k) is summarized in Table 2 .
Hori also claimed that the SO(k) gauge theory with N = k − 1 massless fundamental chiral multiplets flows to a free theory of
mesons, M αβ . Then the non-standard Z 2 (−1) Fs orbifold, O − (k) gauge theory with N = k − 1 has no vacuum in the untwisted sector and its twisted sector is dual to the free theory of mesons. On the other hand, the standard Z 2 orbifold, O + (k) gauge theory with N = k − 1, flows to two copies of the free theory of mesons, one in each of the untwisted and twisted sectors.
When N < k −1 , the supersymmetry is broken. The duality is valid when the theories do not have non-compact Coulomb branch, which are referred to as regular theories [12] . Regularity is determined by vacuum solutions of the effective twisted superpotential for the adjoint scalar field in the vector multiplets of the form, for even k (resp. odd k)
When the chiral fields have no twisted masses the effective twisted superpotential only shifts the theta angle: θ eff = N π for k even or θ eff = (N + 1)π for k odd for each U (1) factor. If effective theta angle is zero modulo 2π, the theory has non-compact Coulomb branch. Therefore, the theory is regular if and only if one of following is true,
where θ is the tree level mod 2 theta angle. The mod 2 theta angle can be introduced by adding a fundamental chiral field with a complex mass. As the massive chiral field is integrated out it yields the theta angle π, which can be seen from the effective superpotential. 
O ± (1) gauge theories
Let us consider a O ± (1) gauge theory or a free theory (SO(1)) with N massless fundamental chiral multiplets, Q α . As discussed before, definitions of O ± (1) group can be summarized as follows. The standard Z 2 acts as simultaneous sign flip of all chiral fields
and it keeps the ground states in the untwisted RR sector. On the other hand, the nonstandard Z 2 (−1) Fs orbifold projects out the untwisted RR ground states.
The elliptic genera of the theories can be written in terms of contributions from four sectors
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
where (ab) = (10), (01), (11) . The sign factors in front of Z O(1),N (00) in (3.8) and (3.9) are related to the type of orbifolds. If a sign factor is +1 (resp. −1) then the theory corresponds to Z 2 (resp. Z 2 (−1) Fs ) orbifold. 1 Let's compute the Witten index of the theories.
The result agrees with the number of ground states of the theories. The standard Z 2 orbifold (O + (1) for even N or O − (1) for odd N ) has one vacuum in each of the untwisted and twisted sectors while the non-standard Z 2 (−1) Fs orbifold has only one vacuum in the twisted sector.
Let us consider the theory B which is O ± (1) theory or a SO(1) theory. The elliptic genera of the dual theories can be written as
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
where (τ, z, −ξ + z/2) comes from fundamental fields in the dual theory. 1 The additional minus sign can be introduced by introducing one massive chiral field with complex mass, which maps Z2 to Z2(−1)
Fs and vice versa. For example, Z2 orbifold of N massless and one massive chiral fields is the same as Z2(−1) Fs orbifold of N massless chiral fields.
Let us check the dualities for N = 1, which require that
and in terms of contributions of sectors,
(3.25)
Note that the equalities (3.23) and (3.24) imply (3.25). 2 The duality between two O − (1) theories have additional mapping of states that the twisted (resp. untwisted) sector of the theory A corresponds to the untwisted (resp. twisted) sector of the theory B. We numerically checked that
(3.27)
Furthermore, we check additional identity,
(3.28)
Because we have four independent equations the contributions four sectors can be written in terms of those of dual theories,
Let us consider O ± (2) theories with N fundamental chiral multiplets. The O(2) gauge theory can be treated as the Z 2 orbifold of the SO(2) gauge theory where Z 2 is generated by a group element,
There are two versions of the orbifold [12] . For N odd, the semi-classical vacuum equation of the theory with generic twisted masses for all flavors has
pair of solutions which are mapped within themselves (σ 1 = 0 in (3.3)) and one solution which is Z 2 symmetric, σ 1 = 0. We have two choices for the Z 2 symmetric solution as in O (1) cases. If N is odd O + (2) theory is defined to have two vacua from one twisted and one untwisted sector while O − (2) theory is defined to have only one vacua in the twisted sector. Thus the total number of ground states is vacua which break the Z 2 symmetry (σ = 0) so we have
for even N . Since the vacua break Z 2 we cannot use the twisted mass deformation to define O ± (2) theory. In [12] , O ± (2) theory with an even number of massless flavors is defined from the O ± (2) theory with odd number of flavors; even number of massless flavors and one flavor with a complex mass.
Let us compute the elliptic genus of the O ± (2) theories with this definition. All flat connections of O(2) gauge theory on T 2 are explained in [5] , [15] . The moduli space of the flat connections consists of seven components. One corresponds to the flat connection of SO(2) group, u ∈ C/(Z + τ Z) modulo u ≡ −u. Its contribution to the elliptic genus is given by
The other six components are represented by discrete holonomies labeled by s = (k, l, ±) for (k, l) = (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1) and each contributions to the elliptic genus is given by
where y
l can be derived from modular properties of the elliptic genus and
Elliptic genus of O(2) gauge theory can be written as
where we took a positive sign for Z O(2),N 00
and the sign factors (−1) ns , n s ∈ Z come from a choice of the two orbifolds and mod 2 θ angle [12] . We determine the sign factors as follows. The contributions of components s = (1, 0, +), (0, 1, +), (1, 1, +) should have the same phase and those of components s = (1, 0, −), (0, 1, −), (1, 1, −) should also have the same phase. This can be seen from the modular property of the elliptic genus,
and Z
are exchanged under the transformation τ → − 
In order to fix the signs we consider O + (2) theory with N odd. It a standard Z 2 orbifold theory whose states in the untwisted sector survive. Furthermore, it is a regular theory by setting the mod 2 theta angle zero. Therefore all sign factors in the elliptic genus Z O + (2),N with N odd are positive,
For N even, O + (2) theory is defined as a IR theory of O + (2) theory with N +1 fundamental chiral fields where N massless and one massive chiral having a complex mass. The elliptic genus of O + (2) theory with N even is given by
k,l,±,massive are the contribution of massive chiral whose left-moving Rcharge is 1 2 . As the massive chiral field is integrated out it changes the type of Z 2 orbifold as well as it shifts the mod 2 theta angle by π. Therefore, we can write the elliptic genus of O + (2) theory for any N as
where = e iθ = (−1) N +1 . We identify the factor as a choice of the two types of orbifolds from the fact that determines a relative phase between sectors (00) and (10), which are the contribution of untwisted sector. Next, we identify the other sign factor e iθ as the mod 2 theta angle, which changes as the massive chiral is integrated out.
After we identified and e iθ it is straight forward to get elliptic genus of O − (2) theory. For N odd, O − (2) theory is a non-standard orbifold so = −1 and it is a regular theory for θ = 0. The elliptic genus of O − (2) theory for any N is given by
where = (−1) N , e iθ = (−1) N +1 . Therefore, the elliptic genus of SO (2) and O ± (2) theories can be written as
(3.48)
(3.49)
(3.50)
Let's compute the Witten index. It is obtained by a limit y → 1,
for N even
where contributions in the parentheses come from the untwisted sector and the others come from the twisted sector. When N is even it reproduces (3.31) and (3.32). However, when N is odd (3.54) is different from the number of ground states (the sum of ground states in the untwisted and twisted sectors) of O − (2) gauge theory due to the relative sign difference for (−1) F between the untwisted and twisted sector ground states.
Let us consider the theory B with O ± (2) or SO(2) gauge group. The elliptic genus is given by
(3.55)
(3.56)
(3.57)
Let us check the dualities for N = 1, 2, 3. When N = 1 the dual theories are free theories and we have
(k,l,−) and Z M,1 is the elliptic genus of one free chiral meson M . We numerically find that
(3.62)
When N = 2 the elliptic genera for the dualities are
(3.66)
(3.67)
( 3.68) where (3.66) and (3.67) implies (3.68). But the twisted sector and the untwisted sector are exchanged under the duality so we also have
(3.69)
(3.70)
With additional equality
, (3.71) the contribution of each sector can be written as
When N = 3 the elliptic genera for the dualities are
where the theory B with O − (2) group has additional sign flip for all states. In terms of contributions of sectors, It is written as
(3.76)
(3.77)
− Z O(2),3
We checked following relations
We comment on the irregular theories. For irregular choice of mod 2 theta angle the Witten index as the limit of the elliptic genus is generally not an integer. For example, when N is even (resp. odd) the O + (2) theory is irregular for θ = 0 (resp. θ = π) and the Witten index from its elliptic genus can be obtained by replacing (−1) N +1 with (−1) N in (3.51). We have
for N odd (3.80)
The half-integer value can be understood as the contribution of bosonic zero mode parameterizing the non-compact Coulomb branch. We have checked that for irregular choice of the theta angle for the theories the elliptic genera do not match.
O ± (3) gauge theories
O(3) group is a direct product, SO(3) × Z 2 where Z 2 is generated by a group element −1 3×3 . As defined before there are two versions of Z 2 orbifold depending on a choice of the untwisted RR sector. Let us summarize the definition of O ± (3) gauge group and the number of vacua in Table.(4) . Let us compute the elliptic genus of the O ± (3) theories using flat connections explained in [15] . The moduli space of the flat connections consists of eight components. Four of them are represented by continuous holonomies
Contribution of each sector to the elliptic genus is
where k, l = 0, 1 and M
Evaluating the Jeffrey-Kirwan (JK) residue we obtain
The other four are represented by discrete holonomies a i (k,l,−) and their contribution to the elliptic genus is given by
As in the O ± (2) cases we fix the mod 2 theta angle contribution by introducing a massive fundamental chiral field. As a result we define
where (k, l) = (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1) and mod 2 theta angle factor (−1) N is fixed to be a regular theory. The elliptic genus of the theories given by
(3.90)
(3.91)
(3.92)
where the sign factors in front of Z
correspond to a choice of the two type of orbifolds as in O(1) theories.
Let's check the Witten index limit y → 1.
for N odd
for N even N − 1 for N odd (resp.
) and +1 in the second parentheses come from the untwisted sector and the twisted sector respectively. It reproduces the number of vacua in Table 4 .
Let us compute the elliptic genus of the theory B which has the gauge group, O ± (3) or SO(3).
(3.96)
(3.97)
(3.98)
and contribution of singlets
.
We have checked the dualities for N = 2, 3, 4, 5 cases. For N = 2, the theory A is dual to a free theory and we checked that
(3.100)
Thus we have
For odd N > 2, the dualities imply the following identities of the elliptic genera
(3.104)
(3.105)
( 3.106) where (3.104) and (3.105) imply (3.106). Furthermore, we checked the following relations
for odd N . For even N > 2, the dualities implies following identities of the elliptic genera
(3.108)
(3.109)
(3.110)
where (3.108) and (3.109) implies (3.110). We further check the following relations
for even N .
O ± (4) gauge theories
In this section we compute the elliptic genus for the O + (4), O − (4), SO(4) gauge theories with N fundamental chiral fields and test the dualities. For odd N , O + (4) (resp. O − (4)) gauge theory is the standard Z 2 (resp. the non-standard Z 2 (−1) Fs ) orbifold theory of SO (4) Let us compute the elliptic genus of the O ± (4) theories with flat connections explained in [15] . The moduli space of the flat connections consists of eight components, 
where the set M * sing is determined by JK residue [6, 15] . The poles u * = (u 1 * , u 2 * ) with non-trivial JK residues are (1) : 
We fix the mod 2 theta angle and a choice of two orbifolds as in O(2) theories. We define
where (kl) = (00), (10), (01), (11) . Finally we obtain the elliptic genus for the theory A
(3.127)
(3.128) 
(3.131)
(3.132)
Let's compute the Witten index from the elliptic genus.
for N odd (3.134)
where two terms for odd N correspond to the number of vacua in the untwisted sector and the twisted sector respectively. Note that for odd N , the Witten index of the O − (4) gauge theory has a relative sign difference between the untwisted sector and the twisted sector.
We have tested dualities for N = 3, 4, 5, 6 and the elliptic genera satisfy
for N > 3 odd while we have
for N > 3 even. For N = 3 we have checked that
(3.139)
where Z M,3 is the elliptic genus of the singlets.
A SU(2) VS SO(3)
A.1 N = (2, 2) pure SU(2) gauge theory Let us consider an N = (2, 2) pure SU(2) gauge theory. The elliptic genus is given by [5] Z ( τ, z, ξ) = 1 2
The set M + sing is
We have
This is the same as elliptic genus of a Y 2 = Tr Σ 2 twisted chiral field which has vector-like Rcharge 4. The Witten index limit z → 0 of the elliptic genus gives lim
where non-integer value comes from the bosonic zero mode of Y 2 .
A.2 N = (2, 2) pure SO(3) gauge theory
Let us consider an N = (2, 2) pure SO(3) gauge theory. The elliptic genus is given by
where θ is a tree level mod 2 theta angle which is a phase difference between holonomies. We checked that
In the convention of [12] , the pure SO(3) gauge theory is regular for θ = 0 and irregular for θ = π. The elliptic genus shows that the pure SO(3) theory has no supersymmetric vacuum for θ = 0 while it has a non-compact Coulomb branch for θ = π as in the pure SU (2) theory. According to [12] , we expect the supersymmetry is broken for the pure SO(3) gauge theory whether it is regular or not. The elliptic genus computation of the regular theory is consistent with it, but for the irregular theory it gives the unexpected answer. We interpret such discrepancy is due to the existence of the noncompact branch [16] .
B Elliptic genus formula
The elliptic genus of a gauge theory with gauge group G of rank one is given by [5] 
where |W | is the order of the Weyl group. The integrand in the first line is a contribution of gauge multiplet and the factors in the second line come from matter fields. Elliptic genus of a chiral multiplet is given by
C Eta and theta functions
The Dedekind eta function and the Jacobi theta function are
where q = e 2πiτ , y = e 2πiz and Im τ > 0. Two Jacobi theta functions are related as
The modular properties are
Under shifts of z the Jacobi theta functions transform as
Useful integral formula for poles associated with a chiral multiplet and a twisted chiral multiplet are 1 2πi
where f (u) is analytic at u = rz+a+bτ Q .
D Superconformal index
In this section we would like to compute the superconformal index for O ± (1) and O ± (2), SO(2) theories (including free and Landau-Ginzburg theories). We also compute (c, c) ring elements and check their matching between dual theories. To obtain the chiral ring elements we need the superconformal index, which imposes the NS boundary condition for fermions. This can be obtained from the elliptic genus using the spectral flow. Thus the main object to discuss in this section is the superconformal index.
D.1 O(1) gauge theories
The superconformal index of a free chiral multiplet is given by
where q = e 2πiτ , y = e 2πiz , a = e 2πiξ . The superconformal index of a chiral multiplet with a left-moving R-charge r is I Φr (q, y, a) = ∆(q, y, a(q The O ± (1) and SO(1) (Landau-Ginzburg) theory B have the superconformal index
(D.8)
(D.9)
(D.10)
We would like to check the operator matching for the dualities. We focus on (c, c) ring elements whose left-moving energy and R-charge satisfy h = j 2 . They can be obtained by
where the right-hand side is a function of x = q 1 2 y and a, which means only states satisfying h = j 2 survive in the limit. For theories A, chiral ring contributions are
(D.14)
(D.15)
(D. 16) where
For theories B, chiral ring contributions are
(D.19)
(D.20)
(D.21)
and P M,N is the contribution of the singlets M αβ .
We have checked the simplest dualities
and in terms of contributions of four components,
− I
O(1),1
(D.27)
(D.28)
(D.29)
For dualities between O − (1)/O − (1) theories we also have checked that the untwisted (resp. twisted) NSNS sector of the O − (1) theory A is the same as the untwisted (resp. twisted) NSNS sector of the O − (1) theory B as derived in [12] . This is also true for
Thus the four components of the superconformal index of dual theories are related as
Let's consider SO(1) theory A (free theory) with N = 1 and its dual description O + (1) theory B. The (c, c) ring contribution of SO(1) theory A is given by
The chiral ring of the SO(1) theory A is parameterized by free scalar field Q whose contribution is 
where 1 1−a 2 → M , −a −2 x →ψ M , a →ψ q whereψ q is a zero mode of the fermion in the twisted NSNS sector. Twistedψ q operator in the twisted NSNS sector is anti-invariant under the standard Z 2 but it is invariant under non-standard Z 2 (−1) Fs . Operator map is
Note that the operator Q corresponds to the twist operatorψ q in the dual theory.
Let's consider (c, c) ring for the O + (1) gauge theory A with N = 1 and its dual, SO(1) (LG) theory B. SO(1) theory B is a theory of two chiral multiplet with a superpotential W = M q 2 so we have classical relations
(c, c) ring contribution is given by
2 →ψ q in the first equality. On the right-hand side of the second equality, the remaining elements are
Thus the contribution of M q and q 2 are canceled out withψ q andψ M respectively. The O + (1) gauge theory A with N = 1 is a non-standard Z 2 orbifold. The untwisted NSNS sector has the contribution from M = QQ, which is
The twisted NSNS sector has the contribution from the zero mode of the fermionψ which is bosonic,
= a 
D.2 O(2) gauge theories
The superconformal index of O(2) gauge theories is computed by summing over all flat connections. We already identified seven components of the moduli space of the flat connection in the computation of the elliptic genus. Each contribution of components to the elliptic genus and the superconformal index has the same form because both of them have the same pole structure. However, relative phase factors are different, which are related to the action of (−1) Fs operator, the mod 2 theta angle and zero point energy and R-charge. Let us first write down the superconformal index and explain about the phase factors.
The superconformal index of the theory A is given by
(D.39)
(D.40)
(D.41)
=∆ −q
= y come from the mod 2 theta angle and are determined by introducing a massive doublet with a complex mass and demanding that the theory is a regular theory. In the twisted sector ((01), (11) contributions) we have additional factor y 
(D.47) which shows agreement of superconformal index for the dualities. We expect this relation persists for the the dualities with any N .
We would like to identify contributions of chiral primary operators in the superconformal index. We obtain (c, c) ring elements from the superconformal index, where the notation follows [12] . Thus all operators b n 12 , n ≥ 2 are not independent operators. The superconformal index of the theory is given by comes from singlets M αβ . The twisted sector has contribution a 1 a 2 which comes from zero modes of fermions in the twisted NSNS sector,ψ q 1ψ q 2 so we have (ψ q 1ψ q 2 ) 2 = 0. Therefore, we confirm the identification that the baryon operator in the SO(2) gauge theory A corresponds to the twist operator in the O + (1) theory B.
Let's consider the O + (1) theory A with N = 2 and the SO(2) theory B with N = 2. In the untwisted sector of the O + (1) theory the (c, c) ring is generated by three mesons, which comes from twist operatorψ Q 1ψ Q 2 . In the SO(2) theory B the relations in the (c, c) ring of theory A are not visible in the classical theory but appear in the infra-red limit of the quantum theory. (D.62) can be seen as integrating out (q 1 q 2 ) operator [12] . The superconformal index of the SO(2) theory B is given by 
